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Exonuclease 1 (Exo1) is a 5′→3′ exonuclease and 5′-flap endonuclease that plays a critical role in multiple eukaryotic DNA repair pathways. Exo1 processing at DNA nicks and double-strand breaks
creates long stretches of single-stranded DNA, which are rapidly
bound by replication protein A (RPA) and other single-stranded
DNA binding proteins (SSBs). Here, we use single-molecule fluorescence imaging and quantitative cell biology approaches to reveal
the interplay between Exo1 and SSBs. Both human and yeast Exo1
are processive nucleases on their own. RPA rapidly strips Exo1 from
DNA, and this activity is dependent on at least three RPA-encoded
single-stranded DNA binding domains. Furthermore, we show that
ablation of RPA in human cells increases Exo1 recruitment to damage sites. In contrast, the sensor of single-stranded DNA complex
1—a recently identified human SSB that promotes DNA resection
during homologous recombination—supports processive resection
by Exo1. Although RPA rapidly turns over Exo1, multiple cycles of
nuclease rebinding at the same DNA site can still support limited
DNA processing. These results reveal the role of single-stranded
DNA binding proteins in controlling Exo1-catalyzed resection with
implications for how Exo1 is regulated during DNA repair in
eukaryotic cells.
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modulating the Bloom syndrome, RecQ helicase-like (BLM)/
DNA2- and Exo1-dependent DNA resection pathways (18–21).
Reconstitution of both the yeast and human BLM (Sgs1 in
yeast)/DNA2-dependent resection reactions established that
RPA stimulates DNA unwinding by BLM/Sgs1 and enforces a 5′endonuclease polarity on DNA2 (20, 22). However, the effect of
RPA on Exo1 remains unresolved. Independent studies using
reconstituted yeast proteins reported that RPA could both inhibit (23) and stimulate yeast Exo1 (yExo1) (18). Similarly, human RPA has variously been reported to stimulate (19) or inhibit
human Exo1 (hExo1) (4, 5, 21).
In addition to RPA, human cells also encode SOSS1, a heterotrimeric ssDNA-binding complex that is essential for HR (24).
SOSS1 consists of INTS3 (SOSSA), hSSB1 (SOSSB1), and C9orf80
(SOSSC) (24–26). SOSSB1 encodes a single ssDNA-binding domain that bears structural homology to Escherichia coli ssDNAbinding protein (SSB) (24). SOSS1 foci form rapidly after induction
of DNA breaks, and ablation of SOSS1 severely reduces DNA resection, γH2AX foci formation, and HR at both ionizing radiationand restriction endonuclease-induced DSBs (12, 24, 25, 27). In
vitro, SOSS1 stimulates hExo1-mediated DNA resection and may
help to load hExo1 at ss/dsDNA junctions (21). However, the
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ll DNA maintenance processes require nucleases, which enzymatically cleave the phosphodiester bonds in nucleic acids.
Exo1, a member of the Rad2 family of nucleases, participates in
DNA mismatch repair (MMR), double-strand break (DSB) repair, nucleotide excision repair (NER), and telomere maintenance
(1–3). Exo1 is the only nuclease implicated in MMR, where its 5ʹ
to 3ʹ exonuclease activity is used to remove long tracts of mismatch-containing single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) (2, 4–7). In addition, functionally deficient Exo1 variants have been identified in
familial colorectal cancers, and Exo1-null mice exhibit a significant
increase in tumor development, decreased lifespan, and sterility
(8, 9). Exo1 also promotes DSB repair via homologous recombination (HR) by processing the free DNA ends to generate
kilobase-length ssDNA resection products (1, 10–12). The resulting ssDNA is paired with a homologous DNA sequence located
on a sister chromatid, and the missing genetic information is then
restored via DNA synthesis. The central role of Exo1 in DNA
repair is highlighted by the large set of genetic interactions between Exo1 and nearly all other DNA maintenance and metabolism pathways (13).
Exo1 generates long tracts of ssDNA in both MMR and DSB
repair (3). This ssDNA is rapidly bound by replication protein A
(RPA), a ubiquitous heterotrimeric protein that participates in
all DNA transactions that generate ssDNA intermediates (14).
RPA protects the ssDNA from degradation, participates in DNA
damage response signaling, and acts as a loading platform for
downstream DSB repair proteins (15–17). RPA also coordinates
DNA resection by removing secondary ssDNA structures and by
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Exonuclease 1 (Exo1) is a conserved eukaryotic nuclease that
participates in DNA repair and telomere maintenance. Here we
use high-throughput single-molecule imaging to examine Exo1
activity on DNA and in the presence of single-stranded DNA
binding proteins. We report that both human and yeast Exo1
are processive nucleases but are rapidly turned over by replication protein A (RPA). In the presence of RPA, Exo1 retains
limited DNA-processing activity, albeit via a distributive binding mechanism. This rapid turnover by RPA can appear stimulatory or inhibitory in gel-based assays, clarifying conflicting
results in the existing literature. RPA-depleted human cells
show elevated Exo1 loading but reduced overall DNA resection, underscoring the many roles of RPA in regulating DNA
resection in vivo.
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Results
Visualizing Exo1-Catalyzed DNA Resection. We used high-throughput
single-molecule DNA curtains to observe individual hExo1 enzymes (Fig. 1A). To measure DNA resection, we assembled arrays
of DNA molecules (48.5 kb, derived from λ-phage) on the surface
of a microfluidic flowcell. The flowcell was coated with a surface-

passivating fluid lipid bilayer, and the DNA substrate was affixed
to the bilayer via a biotin-streptavidin linkage. Nanofabricated
chrome barriers were used to organize thousands of DNA molecules for high-throughput data collection and analysis (28–30). As
hExo1 has been reported to preferentially load on 3′-ssDNA ends
(18, 31–33), we prepared a λ-phage DNA that contained a 72-nt
3′-polyT overhang. The surface-immobilized DNA was extended
for fluorescent imaging via the application of mild buffer flow
from a computer-controlled syringe pump (28). When tagged at
the C terminus, hExo1 retains full biochemical activity in vitro
and is active in vivo. Therefore, we purified the enzyme with a
C-terminal biotinylation sequence from cells overexpressing
biotin ligase (15, 34–36). Nearly 100% of the hExo1 molecules
were biotinylated (as measured by streptavidin band-shift; Fig. S1).
For fluorescent imaging, biotinylated hExo1 was conjugated to a
large excess of streptavidin-labeled quantum dots (QDs), ensuring
fewer than one enzyme per QD (37). Streptavidin conjugation did
not impair hExo1 activity in either gel-based or single-molecule
resection assays (Fig. S1).
Fluorescently labeled hExo1 was injected into the flowcell and
visualized using total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy
(TIRFM). We optimized protein injection conditions to load one
or fewer fluorescent enzymes per DNA molecule (Fig. 1B; 4 nM
hExo1 in imaging buffer consisting of 40 mM Tris·HCl, pH 8,
60 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 2 mM DTT, and 0.2 mg/mL bovine
serum albumin (BSA)). Nearly all hExo1 molecules were bound
to DNA, as turning off buffer flow led to the coordinated retraction
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functional relationship between SOSS1 and RPA during hExo1
resection remains unresolved.
Here, we use high-throughput single-molecule DNA curtains
and quantitative cell biology to reveal the interplay between human and yeast Exo1 and SSBs during DNA resection. We show
that both human and yeast Exo1s are processive nucleases, but are
rapidly stripped from DNA by RPA. RPA inhibition is dependent
on its multiple DNA binding domains. Remarkably, SOSS1 and
other SSBs with fewer than three DNA binding domains support
long-range resection by hExo1. In human cells, depletion of RPA
increases the rate of hExo1 recruitment to laser-induced DNA
damage but reduces the extent of resection. In the presence
of RPA, both human and yeast Exo1 can resect DNA using a
distributive, multiple-turnover mechanism, potentially reconciling
prior conflicting in vitro observations. Together, our work reveals
the mechanistic basis for how RPA and SOSS1 differentially
modulate hExo1 activity and highlights an additional, unexpected
role for these SSBs in DNA resection. We anticipate that these
findings will shed light on how Exo1 is regulated in multiple genome maintenance pathways.
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Fig. 1. hExo1 is a processive DNA nuclease. (A) Schematic of the DNA curtains assay with hExo1. The flowcell surface is passivated with a lipid bilayer. DNA is
affixed to the lipid bilayer, organized at nano-fabricated barriers, and extended to ∼85% of its B-form contour length. (B) Example of a DNA curtain (green)
with fluorescent hExo1 molecules (magenta) in the presence (Upper) and absence (Lower) of buffer flow. Nearly all hExo1 molecules retracted with the DNA
when buffer flow is turned off (Lower). (C) A histogram of the positions of individual hExo1 molecules bound to DNA (n = 435 molecules). The red line is a
single-Gaussian fit to the data (the mean of the fit is 48 ± 2 kb), and the error bars indicate the SD obtained via bootstrap analysis (73). hExo1 preferentially
binds the free 3′-ssDNA end but can also engage internal DNA sites. (D) Kymograph (Upper) and the corresponding particle-tracking trace (Lower) of a single
hExo1 resecting from a DNA end (arrowhead indicates dissociation). (E) Kymograph (Upper) and corresponding trace (Lower) of nuclease-dead hExo1(D78A/
D173A). (F) Box plots of velocities of WT hExo1 from ends (magenta, mean velocity = 8.4 ± 5.9 bp/s, n = 75) and nicks (orange, mean velocity = 9.0 ± 3.9 bp/s, n = 38),
as well as for the nuclease-dead mutant (black, mean velocity = 0.1 ± 0.5 bp/s, n = 19). (G) hExo1 is a processive nuclease from both ends (magenta, mean
processivity = 6.0 ± 2.9 kb, n = 75) and nicks (orange, processivity = 7.2 ± 4.2 kb, n = 36). The nuclease-dead mutant does not move (black, processivity = 0.01 ±
0.3 kb, n = 19). The velocities and processivities from nicks and ends are statistically indistinguishable (P = 0.57 for velocities, P = 0.09 for processivities) but are
different from the nuclease-dead mutant (black, ***P = 2.1 × 10−8 for velocity, ***P = 2.7 × 10−14 for processivity). Box plots indicate the median, 10th, and
90th percentiles of the distribution. (H–J) hExo1 lifetimes at ends (n = 75), nicks (n = 39), and with nuclease-dead hExo1 (n = 19). The red line is a single
exponential fit to the data. As ∼50% of the molecules still remained on the DNA after our 40-min observation window, we report the lower estimate of the
hExo1 half-lives (>1,800 s for hExo1 and >1,400 s for nuclease-dead hExo1).
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of both the DNA and associated hExo1 molecules to the diffusion
barrier (Fig. 1B, Lower). To prevent the accumulation of additional nicks via DNA photodamage, we omitted intercalating
DNA dyes in subsequent experiments. Next, we assayed hExo1DNA binding specificity in the absence of nuclease activity (MgCl2
was replaced with 2 mM EDTA; Fig. S2). Fifty-six percent of all
hExo1 molecules (n = 244/435) localized to the vicinity of the 3′ssDNA ends (Fig. 1C); the remaining nucleases were distributed
at internal binding sites, consistent with hExo1’s role in binding
DNA nicks during MMR and NER (7, 38). These data indicate
that individual hExo1 molecules preferentially bind 3′-ssDNA
overhangs but can also bind rare DNA nicks (we estimate approximately three to five per DNA molecule) that occur as a result
of handling the 48-kb-long λ-DNA substrates.
hExo1 Is a Processive Nuclease That Interconverts Between Two
States During Resection. To track the position of individual

resecting hExo1 molecules with subpixel accuracy, we fit the
time-dependent fluorescent signals to a 2D Gaussian function
(39). The resulting time-dependent trajectories were used to
analyze movement by individual nucleases (Fig. 1D, Lower). Up
to 70% of the molecules moved on DNA, whereas the remaining
30% of the molecules were stationary during the 2,400-s observation time. We also observed that moving hExo1 molecules
could interconvert between two distinct modes: a paused state
and a translocating state that was characterized by directional and
processive movement along the DNA (Fig. 1D). As expected,
nuclease-dead Exo1(D78A/D173A) bound at the 3′-ssDNA
ends but did not move on DNA (mean velocity = 0.1 ± 0.5 bp/s;
processivity = 0.01 ± 0.3 kb, n = 19; Fig. 1E) (32). We also did
not observe any resection when EDTA was substituted for divalent metal ions (Fig. S2). We considered a translocating molecule to be paused if it moved less than our ∼300-bp resolution
for at least 100 s. Seventy-one percent (n = 53/75) of DNA endbound hExo1 molecules transitioned at least once between a
translocating and a paused state; the remaining 29% (n = 22/75)
of these molecules resected DNA without pausing. Of the molecules that paused at least once, 45% (n = 24/53) initially bound
the DNA in a paused state before switching to processive
movement (mean pause duration = 750 ± 380 s, n = 24). The
majority of molecules that paused at least once (91%, n = 48/53)
stopped before dissociating from DNA and did not restart DNA
resection (mean pause duration = 1,070 ± 770 s, n = 48). We also
observed two-state trajectories with a fluorescent anti-biotin
antibody bound to hExo1-bio and with hExo1-Flag labeled with a
single QD-conjugated anti-Flag antibody, indicating that both
the paused and resecting states were not dependent on the nature of the fluorophore (Fig. S1D and Fig. S3). Stationary hExo1
may stem from protein inactivation during overexpression and
purification or may be an intrinsic property of the enzyme. In
support of the second model, a recent X-ray crystallographic
study of hExo1 suggested that the largely unstructured C terminus, which is present in our full-length protein, harbors an
auto-inhibitory domain (32). This domain interacts with hMSH2
and hMLH1 (40, 41) and is critical for hMutSα stimulation of
hExo1 nuclease activity (5, 32, 42).
We next analyzed the time-dependent hExo1 trajectories to
measure the velocity, processivity, and DNA-binding lifetime of
each resecting enzyme. DNA end-bound hExo1 moved 6.0 ± 2.9 kb
(range indicates SD, n = 75), with a mean velocity of 8.4 ± 5.9 bp/s
(range indicates SD, n = 75) from DNA ends. From nicks, hExo1
moved 7.2 ± 4.2 kb (n = 38) with a mean velocity of 9.0 ± 3.9 bp/s
(n = 36; Fig. 1 F and G). As expected, the mean velocity and
processivity were statistically indistinguishable with a different
fluorescent label on hExo1 and at a higher ionic strength (Figs. S3
and S4). hExo1 velocity and processivity were statistically similar
from both DNA ends and nicks (P = 0.57 for velocities, P = 0.09
for processivities) but very distinct from the nuclease-dead hExo1
E1172 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1516674113

(P = 2.1 × 10−8 for velocities, P = 2.7 × 10−14 for processivities; Fig.
1 F and G). Inverting the tethered and free DNA ends also yielded
statistically similar velocity, processivity, and pause state distributions (Fig. S5), indicating that hExo1 resection is independent of
the underlying DNA sequence. Furthermore, hExo1 associated
tightly with the DNA (Fig. 1 H–J). The dissociation half-life was
similar for both end- and nick-bound hExo1 (half-life >1,800 s,
n = 75 and 39 for ends and nicks, respectively) as well as with the
nuclease-dead mutant (half-life >1,400 s, n = 19). We conclude
that hExo1 is a processive nuclease that associates tightly with both
nicks and free DNA ends.
RPA Inhibits hExo1 by Stripping the Nuclease from DNA. RPA rapidly
associates with ssDNA and can modulate the activity of enzymes
that participate in DNA resection (14, 43). To determine how
human RPA (hRPA) affects hExo1, we first loaded hExo1 on
DNA and then injected imaging buffer containing a low concentration (1 nM) of GFP-tagged hRPA (44). hRPA-GFP rapidly displaced hExo1 from the DNA as it loaded onto the newly
generated ssDNA (Fig. 2A). There was no discernible difference
in hExo1 displacement by hRPA-GFP compared with WT hRPA
(Fig. S6). Injection of WT hRPA—but not storage buffer—also
led to rapid hExo1 dissociation from the DNA (Fig. 2C; half-life =
18 ± 1 s, n = 90; error bars report 95% CI). Both stationary and
moving hExo1s, as well as nuclease-dead hExo1(D78A/D173A)
(Fig. S6B), were rapidly displaced by hRPA. Importantly, hRPA
also inhibited resection by unlabeled hExo1, indicating that this
inhibition was not due to the hExo1 labeling strategy (Fig. S7).
RPA occludes ∼30 nt when it engages ssDNA (14, 45). Therefore, the 78-nt ssDNA overhangs used in this study can bind, at
most, two or three hRPA complexes. Our data indicates that this
is sufficient to strip hExo1 from DNA.
Next, we investigated whether the RPA inhibition was species
specific. We purified WT yeast RPA (yRPA) and determined its
effect on hExo1. On injecting 1 nM yRPA into the flowcell,
hExo1 was rapidly removed from the DNA (half-life = 40 ± 1 s,
n = 210; Fig. S6D). Although both human and yeast RPA can
displace hExo1, hRPA can do so twice as rapidly as the yeast
protein (Table S1). Both RPA complexes have subnanomolar
affinity for ssDNA, suggesting that hRPA may displace hExo1 by
direct competition for the ssDNA and also via species-specific
interactions (46, 47). These results are surprising, as a physical
interaction between the human or yeast RPA and Exo1 has not
been reported (15, 21). Nonetheless, the proximity of the two
complexes on the same DNA strand can be sufficient to enhance
weak but species-specific interactions. Here, we conclude that
hRPA rapidly displaces hExo1 and that three or fewer hRPA
complexes are sufficient to remove both stationary and resecting
hExo1 from DNA.
SOSS1 Supports Processive Resection by hExo1. SOSS1 is required
for extensive DSB resection in cells (24, 25) and strongly stimulates hExo1 loading onto free DNA ends (21). However, the
mechanism by which SOSS1 regulates hExo1 resection remains
unexplored. To determine how SOSS1 modulates hExo1, we purified a GST-tagged SOSS1 complex and fluorescently labeled it
with an Alexa488-conjugated anti-GST antibody (21). Fluorescent
SOSS1 was then injected into flowcells containing resecting hExo1
molecules. Alexa488-SOSS1 colocalized with hExo1 at both nicks
and ends but surprisingly did not displace the nuclease from DNA
(Fig. 2B). We next assayed hExo1 activity when 1 nM SOSS1
(without the fluorescent label) was introduced into the flowcell. In
contrast to hRPA, SOSS1 supported long-range resection. hExo1
stayed on the DNA for tens of minutes (Fig. 2D; half-life >2,000 s,
n = 52), and the dwell time, velocities, and processivities were
statistically indistinguishable from those of hExo1 in the absence
of any SSBs (Fig. 2E, P = 0.16 for velocities and P = 0.14 for
processivities). In the presence of SOSS1, 92% (n = 48/52) of
Myler et al.
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Fig. 2. RPA, but not SOSS1, rapidly dissociates hExo1 from DNA. (A) Kymograph of hExo1 displacement (magenta, Top) by hRPA-GFP (green, Middle).
(Bottom) Merged images. The orange line indicates when hRPA-GFP enters the flowcell, and white arrowheads indicate hExo1 dissociation. (B) Kymograph of
hExo1 (magenta, Top) with injection of fluorescent SOSS1 (green, Middle). (Bottom) Merged images, and the orange line indicates when SOSS1 entered the
flowcell. (C) Lifetime of DNA end-bound hExo1 in the presence of 1 nM RPA (half-life = 18 ± 1 s, n = 90) and (D) 1 nM SOSS1 (half-life >2,000 s, n = 52). Red
lines, single exponential fits to the data. (E) Distribution of hExo1 velocities (Left; 9.8 ± 4.5 bp/s, n = 47) and processivities (Right; 5.5 ± 3.0 kb, n = 41) with
1 nM SOSS1 in the imaging buffer. Box plots indicate the median, 10th, and 90th percentiles of the distributions. (F) Diagram of hRPA, SOSS1, and various
truncations used in this study. DNA binding domains are shown in light green (hRPA) or blue (SOSS1). (G) Half-lives of hExo1 in the presence of several hRPA
truncations, SOSS1, or a mock injection containing RPA storage buffer. Right column indicates the half-lives normalized to those of hExo1 with hRPA.

hExo1 trajectories transitioned at least once between a paused and
a resecting state, mirroring our earlier observations with hExo1
in the absence of any SSBs. The remaining 8% of these molecules
(n = 4/52) resected DNA without pausing. Of the molecules that
paused at least once, 73% (n = 35/48) paused before resecting
and 63% (n = 30/48) paused after DNA resection. We conclude
that SOSS1 binds newly resected DNA without altering hExo1
velocity or processivity.
hExo1 Is Inhibited by Multivalent SSBs. We next sought to determine
the mechanism by which RPA—but not SOSS1—displaces hExo1.
RPA is composed of three polypeptides (RPA1, RPA2, and
RPA3) that encode six nonequivalent DNA-binding domains
Myler et al.

(DBDs A–F; Fig. 2F, Upper) (14, 47). Biochemical and cell biology
studies with truncated proteins have established that DBD-A and
DBD-B have the strongest ssDNA-binding affinities and are essential for proper RPA function in DNA replication and repair
(16, 47, 48). RPA1 also encodes an N-terminal DBD-F, which is
connected to the DBD-A/B via a long polypeptide linker, harbors
a weak DNA binding activity, and physically interacts with DNA
replication and repair proteins (45, 49, 50). To determine the key
RPA domains that are required for hExo1 displacement, we purified and assayed a series of truncated hRPA variants (Fig. 2F). A
heterotrimeric hRPA complex lacking DBD-F (RPAΔF) was able
to displace hExo1 but at a fourfold slower rate than WT RPA
(half-life = 80 ± 1 s, n = 66; Fig. S6D). Next, we tested a series of
PNAS | Published online February 16, 2016 | E1173
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A hRPA-GFP injected

tions demonstrated that RPA inhibits hExo1-dependent DNA
resection. To extend these findings in vivo, we established two
assays for monitoring hExo1 recruitment to DNA damage sites in
human cells. First, we measured the dynamics of hExo1-GFP recruitment to laser-induced DNA damage in hRPA-depleted cells.
RPA2 knockdown stimulated the rate of hExo1-GFP recruitment
to laser-induced DNA damage in U2OS cells (Fig. 3 A–C). This
effect was not due to changes in cell cycle progression because
RPA2 knockdown did not appreciably alter the proportion of cells
in S-phase (Fig. 3D and Fig. S9A). In addition, hExo1-GFP
colocalized with γ-H2AX foci at the site of the laser damage (Fig.
S9B). Overall, these results indicate that RPA inhibits hExo1 accumulation at DNA damage sites.
Next, we established a ChIP assay to monitor hExo1 localization
at ssDNA intermediates in human cells. We adapted a resection
assay using U2OS cells engineered to express an estrogen receptor
ER-AsiSI restriction enzyme fusion that can be trafficked into the
nucleus on treatment with 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-OHT) (51, 52).
AsiSI induction generates up to 150 DSBs per cell (51). Resection
efficiency can be measured by quantitative PCR (qPCR) using two
primers located downstream of two different AsiSI recognition
sites on chromosome I that are known to be cleaved with high
efficiency (12). Here, we extended this assay by stably integrating
V5-epitope tagged hExo1 into the AsiSI-inducible U2OS
cells. hExo1 recruitment to a DSB was monitored by ChIP with
anti-V5 antibodies followed by qPCR to quantify the amount of
DNA associated with hExo1. We detected more hExo1 associated
with DNA in hRPA-depleted cells at both DSB-proximal (80 bp
away) and distal (800 bp away) sites (Fig. 3E). These results
were also consistent across two different AsiSI-generated DSBs.
E1174 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1516674113
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just the two highest affinity ssDNA-binding domains, was 30-fold
slower than WT hRPA at removing hExo1 from DNA (Fig. 2G
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SOSS1 complex contains only a single DNA binding domain, which
may be why it fails to displace hExo1.
Our finding that truncated hRPA variants that retain three
DBDs may rapidly displace hExo1 suggested that other SSBs
with multiple DNA-binding domains could also remove hExo1
from DNA. To further test this observation, we measured the
rate of hExo1 removal by the homotetrameric E. coli SSB and
monomeric T4 phage gp32 (Fig. S8). Injecting 1 nM E. coli SSB,
which harbors four identical DBDs, rapidly inhibited hExo1, with
a similar half-life to RPAΔF (half-life = 74 ± 1.3 s, n = 31; Fig.
S8C and Table S1). In contrast, gp32 did not rapidly strip hExo1
from DNA (half-life = 790 ± 90 s; n = 34; Fig. S8D). Moreover,
neither gp32 nor SOSS1 affected the hExo1 resection rate and
processivity (Fig. S8E and Fig. 2E). These results clarify earlier
studies showing that SSB, but not gp32, can substitute for hRPA
in limiting hExo1 resection in a reconstituted human MMR
system (5). Here, we show that SSB and RPA, but not gp32, can
both efficiently turn over resecting hExo1. The similarities between the dwell times of hExo1 in the presence of RPAΔF and
E. coli SSB suggest that multivalent SSBs can efficiently displace
hExo1 from DNA but that the N terminus of hRPA1 may harbor
an additional hExo1-regulating domain.
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Fig. 3. hRPA depletion increases hExo1 localization to DNA break sites but
decreases resection in human cells. (A) Representative images of laser-induced
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All error bars indicate SEM from three biological replicates.

We conclude that depletion of hRPA leads to increased accumulation of hExo1 at DSBs, consistent with our laser irradiation
experiments in cells and our in vitro single-molecule assays.
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and yeast Exo1 reported that the enzymes act as distributive
nucleases, whereas we observed processive resection with fulllength hExo1 (Fig. 1) (6, 31, 54, 55). To determine whether the
human and yeast enzymes are functionally similar, we also purified biotinylated yExo1 and observed its activity on DNA curtains at its optimal temperature (30 °C; Fig. 4A). As reported
previously, yExo1 preferentially bound the free 3′-ssDNA ends
(18). Similar to hExo1, we saw individual end-bound molecules
transition between a paused and a translocating state (Fig. 4A).
Seventy-eight percent of yExo1 molecules (n = 45/58) paused at
least once, with the remaining 22% (n = 13/58) resecting without
pausing. Forty-two percent of the molecules that paused (n = 19/
45) showed pausing before translocation (mean pause time: 430 ±
170 s, n = 19/45). In addition, 93% of these molecules paused
after translocation (mean pause time: 1,320 ± 720 s, n = 42/45).
Unlike hExo1, however, only ∼12% of total yExo1 molecules
showed directional movement (n = 58/490); the remaining molecules were stationary on the DNA. Despite the large number of
stationary nucleases, our single-molecule assay permits us to determine the velocity and processivity of moving yExo1 proteins. In
the absence of SSBs, these molecules resected DNA with a similar
velocity and processivity to hExo1 (mean velocity = 10.9 ± 5.4 bp/s,
processivity = 5.6 ± 2.6 kb, n = 57; Fig. 4 B and C). yExo1
remained on the DNA ends for >1,800 s (Fig. 4E; n = 58), as we
had observed with hExo1. Consistent with the effect of hRPA on
hExo1, injection of yRPA rapidly removed both stationary and
resecting yExo1 from DNA ends (Fig. 4 D and F; half-life = 52 ±
2 s, n = 76, R2 = 0.93). We conclude that in these single-turnover
assays, yExo1 is also a processive nuclease but is rapidly displaced
from DNA by yRPA.
Exo1 Is a Distributive Nuclease in the Presence of RPA. Our previous
data show that individual human and yeast Exo1 molecules are
rapidly inhibited by RPA and that this inhibition is largely species independent. However, previous biochemical studies have
reported that RPA can both stimulate and inhibit Exo1 (5, 18,
19, 21, 23, 31). To reconcile these results, we performed ensemble assays with varying concentrations of human or yeast
Exo1 (Fig. 5 A and B). Consistent with our single molecule data
Myler et al.
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n = 58) and (F) with 1 nM yRPA injected into the flowcell (green, half-life =
52 ± 2 s, n = 76). The red lines are single exponential fits to the data.

(Fig. 2), hExo1 was strongly inhibited by hRPA at a range of
concentrations and time points (Fig. 5A). Surprisingly, we found
that yExo1 retained resection activity in the presence of yRPA
and that this effect was dependent on the relative concentration
of yExo1 and DNA substrate (Fig. 5B). We reasoned that resection could still occur in the presence of yRPA if yExo1 can
reload at the same ss/dsDNA junction. Given that only ∼12% of
the DNA-bound yExo1 molecules were active in the singlemolecule assay, yRPA may appear to stimulate resection in an
ensemble gel assay by turning over both inactive and active enzymes (SI Discussion).
To test this model, we designed a single-molecule assay that
mimics gel-based ensemble experiments and allows us to visualize multiple Exo1 rebinding events in the presence of RPA. For
these experiments, 1 nM QD-labeled Exo1 was premixed with
1 nM RPA and injected for 10 min into a flowcell with preformed
DNA curtains. The imaging buffer also contained 1 nM WT RPA.
First, we quantified the amount of time that each Exo1 remained
associated with the DNA (Fig. 5 C and D). With both human and
yeast Exo1, the distribution of dwell times was best described by
two characteristic timescales that resulted in a sum of two exponential decays (as determined by an F-test; SI Experimental Procedures). The shorter timescale constituted 63% of the binding
events for hExo1 (half-life = 0.9 ± 0.1 s, n = 55, R2 = 0.98) and
73% of the events for yExo1 (half-life = 3.9 ± 0.2 s, n = 62, R2 =
0.99). These short dwell times may correspond to Exo1 molecules
that are evicted rapidly because RPA is already prebound on
ssDNA when Exo1 encounters that DNA site. For both proteins,
the longer timescale was similar to the dwell times that we observed when the corresponding RPA was injected in our singleturnover experiments (Fig. 2C for hExo1 and Fig. 4F for yExo1).
Both binding modes were three times longer for yExo1 with
yRPA than the corresponding human proteins. Loading events
were also much more frequent, even at lower yExo1 concentrations. When we injected 0.2 nM yExo1, we saw ∼0.5 yExo1
binding events per minute per DNA molecule (n = 21 DNA
molecules). In contrast, we injected 2.5-fold more hExo1 (0.5 nM)
but only saw ∼0.2 hExo1 binding events per minute per DNA
(n = 37 DNA molecules). Together with our single-turnover
results (see previous section), these data suggest that yExo1
PNAS | Published online February 16, 2016 | E1175
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yExo1 Is a Processive Nuclease. Early studies with purified human
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Next, we exploited the AsiSI-induced DSB assays to determine
how hRPA coordinates DNA resection. ssDNA generation at
specific sites near AsiSI-induced breaks was monitored by
cleavage with restriction enzymes followed by qPCR with primers spanning those sites (53). Resection of DSB ends prevents
restriction enzyme cleavage, allowing amplification of the DNA
and quantification of the percentage of produced ssDNA. Using
this assay, we have previously shown that hExo1 and SOSS1 both
promote long-range resection of free DNA ends into ssDNA
substrates (21). Here, we show that hRPA-depleted cells can still
produce DNA resection intermediates up to ∼3.5 kb away from
the break site. Because hExo1 is the major nuclease in human
DSB resection (11), hExo1 knockdown severely limits DNA resection intermediates (12). A second, partially redundant resection pathway requires DNA2 nuclease (19, 20, 22, 23). To
specifically monitor hExo1-dependent resection, we first measured resection in DNA2-depleted cells. DNA2-depleted cells
displayed only a minor DNA resection defect (11, 12). To define
the role of hRPA on hExo1 resection, we next quantified DNA
resection intermediates in cells that were depleted for both
RPA2 and DNA2. Surprisingly, codepletion of RPA2 and DNA2
resulted in decreased ssDNA generation, suggesting additional
roles for hRPA in regulating DNA resection (Fig. 3F) (15).
Taken together, these results show that hRPA depletion enhances hExo1 recruitment to sites of DSBs in human cells, but
long-range DSB processing is fine-tuned by additional components of the resection machinery.
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has higher affinity for DNA than hExo1 but that fewer of the
DNA-bound yExo1 molecules are enzymatically active.
Next, we tested whether two different hExo1 molecules can
load on the same ss/dsDNA junction in the presence of RPA.
For these experiments, two hExo1 fractions were each conjugated with spectrally distinct QDs—the first emitted in the green
channel (605-nm peak fluorescence emission) and the second in
the magenta channel (705-nm emission). The differentially labeled proteins were mixed in a 1:1 ratio and injected into a
flowcell that had 1 nM RPA in the imaging buffer (Fig. 5E). The
resulting kymographs showed transient binding of either magenta or green hExo1 to the DNA, demonstrating that two distinct hExo1 molecules could reload on the same site (Fig. 5F).
We did not see colocalization of the magenta and green enzymes, indicating that multiple hExo1 molecules do not bind
concurrently to the same DNA site. To confirm that hExo1
binding resulted in DNA resection, we washed out hExo1 and
incubated the DNA molecules with hRPA-GFP (Fig. 5F). RPA
can readily turnover on ssDNA and the hRPA-GFP puncta indicate the nucleolytic conversion of dsDNA into ssDNA (56).
DNA sites that transiently associated with a fluorescent hExo1
were also stained with hRPA-GFP. We also observed similar
reloading with yExo1 and yRPA, indicating that this is a shared
feature between the human and yeast proteins (Fig. 5G).
As SOSS1 and hRPA are both rapidly detected at a DSB in
human cells, we next tested whether SOSS1 increases the frequency of hExo1 reloading or the duration of hExo1 binding
events in the presence of hRPA. With both SSBs present, the
hExo1 loading rate was similar to the rate observed in the
presence of hRPA alone (∼0.2 hExo1 loading events per minute
per DNA molecule, n = 35 DNA molecules). hExo1 dwell times
also did not change significantly when 1 nM SOSS1 and 1 nM
hRPA were coinjected into the flowcell (dwell times = 1.6 ± 0.1
and 18 s, respectively, n = 58). Thus, SOSS1 does not promote
reloading or retention of hExo1 in the presence of hRPA. Our
results are also consistent with the inability of SOSS1 to stimulate hExo1 in single-turnover assays (Fig. 2). Previous singlemolecule FRET studies also suggested that SOSS1 binds ssDNA
relatively weakly and that it can be replaced by hRPA (21).
Furthermore, SOSS1 appears before hRPA at DNA damage in
human cells, suggesting that these two SSBs play distinct roles in
regulating DNA resection in vivo. We conclude that hExo1
becomes highly distributive in the presence of hRPA and that
SOSS1 does not alleviate hRPA inhibition of hExo1 rebinding
to DNA.
Discussion
Here, we report that human and yeast Exo1 are processive nucleases, and individual Exo1 molecules can resect more than 5 kb
of DNA during a single binding event (Figs. 1 and 4). In the absence of SSBs, Exo1 can remain on the DNA for tens of minutes
(Figs. 1 H–J and 4E). However, RPA inhibits Exo1 resection by
physically removing the nuclease from DNA (Figs. 2 and 4F). We
propose a model in which Exo1 becomes a distributive nuclease in
the presence of RPA, with multiple turnover cycles allowing limited resection (Fig. 6). Multiple turnover of Exo1 can appear
stimulatory in the yeast Exo1 system because of the large percentage of inactive yExo1 molecules and the high affinity of these
molecules for DNA (SI Discussion). In contrast, SOSS1 primarily

DNA curtains. (F) Kymographs (Upper) and the corresponding single-molecule trajectories (Lower) of several hExo1 and (G) yExo1 reloading at the
same resection tract. Both magenta and green Exo1 molecules bind at
the same site on the DNA molecule. After the resection experiments,
hRPA-GFP was injected into the flowcell to stain the resulting ssDNA
tracts (blue, Right).
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resection by scExo1 was limited in the presence of scRPA, but
was strongly stimulated by scMutSα (66). During HR, hExo1
is stimulated by the protein complex Mre11/Rad50/Nbs1
(Nibrin), (MRN), BLM, and proliferating cell nuclear antigen
(PCNA)—all of which physically interact with hExo1 and may
help to retain the nuclease on DNA (19, 21, 36). Furthermore,
we have shown that in the presence of RPA, both human and
yeast Exo1 can rebind the same DNA site multiple times,
suggesting a distributive resection mechanism (Fig. 5). This
mechanism could be beneficial to cells when Exo1 stalls or is
blocked (e.g., at a nucleosome), which would require removal
from DNA for reloading and repair to continue (67).
RPA depletion leads to an increased hExo1 localization at
both laser-induced DNA damage and at restriction enzymegenerated DSBs in human cells (Fig. 3). Our results in human
cells are broadly consistent with a recent study on the role of
RPA during DSB resection in yeast (15). RPA depletion in both
human and yeast cells inhibited the production of ssDNA tracts,
suggesting additional roles for RPA in facilitating end resection.
RPA recruits the kinase ATR to DSBs, which promotes resection via phosphorylation of histone H2AX, C-terminal binding protein interacting protein, (CtIP), and Rad17 (67–71). As
hExo1 cannot resect past a nucleosome in vitro (66), RPA may
also be required for recruiting chromatin remodelers to the DSB
ahead of the resection machinery. Exo1 is also subject to a
growing list of posttranslational modifications and is positively
and negatively regulated by MRN, BLM, CtIP, and other components of the resection machinery (10, 21, 31, 35, 36). Our work
provides a framework for future studies to determine how these
interactions facilitate long-range DNA resection by Exo1 in the
presence of RPA.
Experimental Procedures
All single-molecule measurements were conducted at 30 °C or 37 °C in imaging buffer containing 40 mM Tris·HCl (pH 8.0), 60 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2,
2 mM DTT, and 0.2 mg/mL BSA. For experiments at a higher ionic strength, the
NaCl concentration was increased to 130 mM. Human or yeast Exo1-biotin
was prelabeled with streptavidin QDs (Qdot 705; Life Tech) before use, as
previously described (72). To make the DNA curtain, λ-DNA was hybridized
with a biotinylated oligonucleotide on one end and a 3′ overhang-generating
oligonucleotide on the other end (Table S2). hExo1-Flag was first injected into
preassembled DNA curtains, excess protein was flushed out, and the remaining
DNA-bound hExo1-Flag was labeled with 1 nM QD-conjugated anti-Flag
M2 antibodies (Sigma) in situ. SOSS1 was prelabeled with Alexa488-labeled
antiGST antibodies (Cell Signaling #3368). In single-turnover experiments,
human or yeast Exo1 was initially injected into the sample chambers and
allowed to bind to the DNA. Unbound Exo1 proteins were then flushed away,
and data collection was immediately initiated. All SSBs were injected at a
concentration of 1 nM 1 min after hExo1 loading. For multiple-turnover experiments, 1 nM h/yExo1 and 1 nM h/yRPA with indicated fluorophores were
injected continuously during data collection.
Two-color imaging was conducted using two electron-multiplying
charge coupled device (EMCCD) cameras and a 638-nm dichroic beam
splitter (Chroma). Position distribution measurements and particle tracking
were conducted as previously described (29). Error bars on the binding distribution histogram represents the SDs of each bin in the histogram, as
obtained through bootstrap analysis of the molecule binding data (29). For
all processivities and velocities, we report the mean and SDs. The lifetimes of
individual molecules were defined as the time hExo1 remained on the DNA
after SSBs (or mock storage buffer) were injected into the flowcell. At least
30 nuclease molecules were analyzed for each condition, and the resulting
survival histogram was fit with a single exponential decay to extract the halflife. The errors bars of the half-lives represent the 95% CI of the fit of the
exponential time constant. Additional information is available online in SI
Experimental Procedures.
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loads hExo1 on free DNA ends but does not otherwise stimulate
processive nucleolytic resection.
RPA inhibits human and yeast Exo1, and possibly other nucleases and ssDNA-associated enzymes, by rapidly displacing
them from DNA. We favor a mechanism where RPA can either
diffuse for a short distance on ssDNA or bind directly behind
Exo1 (Fig. 6) (57). Next, one of the low-affinity DBDs competes
with Exo1 for the ssDNA directly downstream of the ss/dsDNA
junction, causing disruption of Exo1–ssDNA interactions. An
Exo1 hydrophobic wedge—found in all FEN1-family nucleases—
makes critical contacts with at least three nucleotides of ssDNA
(32, 58). We propose that one of the six RPA DBDs, likely DBDF, interferes with Exo1–ssDNA contacts to displace Exo1 from
DNA. Our results, in concert with other biochemical studies
indicating that RPA also inhibits Fen1 at Okazaki fragment flaps
and Pot1 at telomeric DNA (59–62), suggest a general mechanism where RPA physically strips other proteins from DNA.
Indeed, we demonstrate that the tetrameric E. coli SSB can strip
hExo1 from DNA (Fig. S8). Likewise, SSB limits the processivity
of the AdnAB helicase nuclease, and archeal SSB limits the
activity of XPF nuclease (63, 64). These observations are consistent with a general mechanism whereby multivalent SSBs can
regulate the dissociation, and thus the processivity, of diverse
families of nucleases.
Because RPA is ubiquitous in eukaryotic cells, how does
Exo1 resect long tracts of DNA during HR and MMR? Several
groups have reported a growing list of additional proteins that
promote Exo1 activity. For example, hMutSα forms a sliding
clamp and physically interacts with hExo1 to stimulate lesionprovoked excision during MMR (32, 65). The hMutSα–hExo1
complex may be more resistant to removal by hRPA (4, 32, 42).
In addition, Bowen et al. reported that mismatch-provoked
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